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X.Org's XDC2020 May Abandon Poland Conference To Find More Welcoming European Location [2]

Hopefully you didn't yet book your tickets to XDC2020 as the annual X.Org conference as the
venue -- and host country for that matter -- may change.
The annual X.Org Developers' Conference flips each year between different venues in North
American and Europe. Last year it was announced XDC2020 would be hosted in Gdansk,
Poland by a local Polish crew at Intel. But now that decision is being reassessed over finding a
more welcoming and inclusive country for the event.

Top 5 Reasons Why You CAN?T MISS SUSECON 2020 [3]

A new year, a new decade, and a new SUSE (now fully independent), all coalesce to a new
SUSECON?bigger, more inspiring, and more focused on the world we live in than ever before.
Like a pot of gold, SUSECON 2020 will be full of life-enhancing moments to make your
world better. Here are the top five riches you have to look forward to when the rainbow lands
in Dublin, March 23 ? 27, 2020.

Xen Project Design and Developer Summit: Registration and CFP Open Now! [4]

Starting today, registration and Call for Proposals officially opens for the Xen Project
Developer & Design Summit. This year?s Summit, taking place from June 2nd through the 4th

at the PRECIS Center in Bucharest, Romania, will bring together the Xen Project community
of developers and power users to share ideas, latest developments, and experiences, as well as
offer opportunities to plan and collaborate on all things Xen Project.
If you?d like to present a talk at the Summit, the Call For Proposals is open now and will close
Friday, March 6, 2020.
The Xen Summit brings together key developers in this community and is an ideal sponsorship
opportunity. If you are interested in sponsoring this year?s event, check out the Sponsorship
Page. For information regarding registration, speaking opportunities and sponsorships, head
over the event website and learn more!
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